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Call for papers 
Whatever the outcome of the current two-year notification period, the withdrawal process has 

raised, and is continuing to raise, pressing and fundamental questions which will need to be 

examined in the coming months and years. These include, for example: 

 

How, or why, did we get to this point?  

How has trust in democracy been affected?  

How is law entangled in this process; what roles will it continue to play, and how?  

What does withdrawal from the EU mean for our senses of identity and belonging?  

What will, and should, happen to the UK’s own union? 

What does leaving the EU mean for the relationship between UK and Ireland?  

How will the UK develop outside the EU? 

How will the EU develop without the UK? 

 

The withdrawal process is one attribute of something which runs deeper than Brexit and, while 

withdrawal day may provide a focal point for these questions, their significance extends far 

beyond it. Seeking answers to them is both an urgent and a long-term project. 

 

As such, we invite submissions for a symposium which seeks to engage with these questions by 

interrogating core issues relating to changing perceptions of belonging, identity, law, and 

democracy which were illuminated by the referendum in 2016. Given the many dimensions of 

Brexit, the symposium invites submissions from a range of disciplines and perspectives. Papers 

which explore the following themes are particularly welcomed: 

 

• Concepts of democracy 

• Education: defining citizenship and wellbeing 

• Employee relations 

• Environment 

• Infrastructure and investment 

• Island of Ireland 

• Media, representation, and rhetoric 

• Migration and borders 

• Trade and international relations 

 

Please submit an abstract no longer than 300 words and a biography of less than 75 words to 

Matthew Howard at ouls-belonging@open.ac.uk by 30th April 2019. 
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